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Please give a brief description on the 
agency’s implementation of EO 22-01:  Via 
OFM's supplier diversity program/lead:  1) We 
have incorporated & adopted the Tools for 
Equity in Spending.  2) We have instructed 
program staff and are continuing to train them 
to search available directories for certified 
businesses. 3) We have instructed contracts 
staff and are continuing to train them to 
conduct outreach to ensure certified 
businesses are notified of opportunities.  4) 
Contracts staff have been instructed to discuss 
contracting inclusion plans at all pre-bid 
conferences. 5) On all solicitations we are 
requiring bidders to submit a contracting 
inclusion plan if subcontractors will be used. 6) 
We are tracking participation of certified 
businesses. 7) Contracts staff is participating in 
Access Equity training.

How does your 
agency market to 

diverse 
businesses? 

YES: 

How does your 
agency track efforts 
to notify businesses 

about purchasing 
and opportunities to 

bid on contracts? 

Goal for FY24:  6.40%       

OFM Business Diversity Spending Goal Plan FY24 - Governor's Supplier Diversity Subcabinet approved best practices

Progress to Implement EO 22-01: Outreach to OMWBE Certified Businesses: 

  
 

 

YES
Currently in 

progress/has 
completed 

implementation, 
please describe 
your progress 

below 

NO

Has your agency 
made any progress 

with the 
implementation of 

EO 22-01 

 Steps your agency has completed to prepare for forecasting and steps remaining:  
Our supplier diversity lead has gathered historical data and has scheduled meetings to 
meet with staff to forecast FY24 Contracts.

How are supplier diversity efforts managed within your agency:
A contracts specialist from OFM Contracts is our Supplier Diversity Program 
Lead, and the director of OFM's Legal & Legislative Affairs is the executive sponsor.  
Additionally, supplier diversity is one of OFM's PEAR priorities.  The 
PEAR Supplier Diversity Workgroup meets monthly.  

YESDoes your 
agency use 
OMWBE’s 

website for your 
contracts and 

procurements? 

NO

Agencies should at 
least have a plan to 
start implementing 

E0 22-01 

Su mmary Statement:  The supplier diversity lead for our agency intends to maximize 
opportunities for certified businesses by:  1) Outeach.  Speaking at vendor organizations in 
order to meet vendors.  Connect with vendors that we meet and then in turn connecting 
them with staff that need their services. Also, conducting targeted outreach for our 
solicitations  2) Training.  Training staff how to use the OMWBE directory.  3) 
Communication with staff.  Making sure staff is aware of supplier diversity and have the 
resources they need to maximize opportunities for certified businesses.  4) Communication 
with vendors. Utilize our supplier diversity page to communicate with vendors.

Staff have been instructed that when they are 
able to choose a vendor (Direct buy) to search 
OMWBE’s directory first then contact vendors on 
the list to see if they meet their business need. 
Our contracts staff markets all bid opportunities 
to OMWBE certified businesses. Our supplier 
diversity lead has presented at vendor 
organizations and will continue to do so.  As the 
lead meets vendors that are in OMWBE’s 
directory who provide services that staff utilizes, 
we are connecting that vendor with the 
appropriate staff through 1:1 meetings or agency 
wide meet & great virtual events.  OFM has 
created a webpage for vendors to provide info on 
how to contract with us.  This page is where we 
will post our forecasted contract list.  The lead 
will participate in events such as the WA Regional 
Contracting Forum to meet certified businesses. 

https://omwbe.wa.gov/state-supplier-diversity-reporting/supplier-diversity-best-practices



